Datacenter and Cloud
Modernization
ABOUT 4MSTech
4MSTech is an IT Services company, focused on infrastructure Microsoft Cloud
Solutions. We offer Professional, Managed and Adoption Services for Microsoft
365 and Azure and we are experienced with large complex projects on customers
in different segments.

WHAT WE OFFER

ASSESSMENT AND
PLANNING
4MSTech evaluates your
business needs, objectives
and current infrastructure
to create Vision and
Planning along with
Business Case.
We use CAF (Cloud
Adoption Framework) in
our proved methodology,
and we bring experience
from other deliveries.

ADJUSTS AND
ENABLEMENT
We create the Landing
Zone and all foundational
pieces of the future Azure
environment. We also
support customer on
adjusting their onpremises components to
enable a hybrid IT
landscape with Cloud as
an extension to existing
Datacenter (DC).

MODERNIZATION
We use Azure PaaS to host
applications and
databases coming from
on-premises or other
Clouds with architectural
adjustments to take
advantages of Azure.
We also enable other
components, like Backup
and Monitoring.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING

“4MSTech was able to understand our needs and
quickly bring operational environments on Azure to
host our business-critical modernized applications.
Deep application architecture review and knowledge
of Azure Services were fundamentals to our project
success.””
– Luis Coimbra, IT Director – Architecture and Data, COGNA

STABILIZATION
After go-live, there may
be tuning to Apps and
Databases on Azure, as
well as rightsizing and
definition about reserving
Instances, aligned with
Business Case. We also
transition to customer
operations or 4MSTech
Managed Services team.

LEARN MORE
4MSTech
4mstech.com
contato@4mstech.com
+55 21 2042-1254

Datacenter and Cloud Modernization
Microsoft Azure is an increasingly set of Cloud
services to help your organization facing business
challenges. It is the freedom to create, manage
and implement applications on a global network
using your favorite tools and structures.

WHY AZURE
BE FUTURE-READY
Continuous innovation from Microsoft supports your development today, and your product visions for
tomorrow. With 1000+ new capabilities in the past year, you can build on the latest advancements in AI,
blockchain, Kubernetes, containers, and databases to keep you ahead of the curve.
Our enterprise grade analytics solution outperforms the competition, costs less, and is fully compatible
with your existing development, BI, and data science tools.

BUILD ON YOUR TERMS
You have choices. With a commitment to open source and support for all languages and frameworks,
build and deploy how you want to. Take advantage of the full-featured, integrated development
environments with built-in support Visual Studio and Visual Studio Code, the most popular IDEs trusted by
15M+ developers.
We embrace open source, drive innovation through collaboration, and contribute back to the community.

OPERATE HYBRID SEAMLESSLY
On-premises, in the cloud, and at the edge—we’ll meet you where you are. Integrate and manage your
environments with tools and services designed for hybrid cloud.
Enhance security, simplify access, and set smart policies across your different environments with a single
identity platform trusted by 90% of enterprises globally.

TRUST YOUR CLOUD
Get security from the ground up, backed by a team of experts, and proactive compliance trusted
by enterprises, governments, and startups.

With a $1B+ investment in security R&D and 3,500 cyber security experts, security is foundational
for Azure.

Learn more: www.microsoftazure.com

